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TX61 - PW2 Work Trousers
Collection:  PW2
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Kingsmill  Polycotton: 65% Polyester,  35%
Cotton
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
The  TX61  trouser  is  tough  and  durable  with  a  relaxed  fit.  Subtle
articulation allows for increased freedom of movement and the elasticated
waistband ensures comfort and a universal fit.
PW2
Corporate branding can be applied to the large panels in key visibility areas
enhancing  brand  identity.  The  two-tone  design  comes  in  a  variety  of
corporate colourways and the slim-fitting styles can be mixed and matched
to  make  the  perfect  head  to  toe  uniform.  These  products  have  been
produced  using  mixed  and  matched  to  make  the  perfect  head  to  toe
uniform.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Hard wearing durable twill fabric with excellent dye retention●

Reflective piping for increased visibility●

9 pockets for ample storage●

Hammer loop for secure storage of work tools●

Bartacked at all stress points●

Double rule pocket●

Phone pocket●

Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads●

Half elasticated waist for a secure and comfortable fit●

D-ring for keys or ID cards●

Two back patch pockets●
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TX61 - PW2 Work Trousers
Commodity Code: 6203431100

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
TX61BKRS Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.5700 0.0602 5036108225835 15036108713407
TX61BKRM Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.5800 0.0602 5036108225828 15036108713391
TX61BKRL Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.6000 0.0602 5036108225811 15036108713384
TX61BKRXL Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.6160 0.0602 5036108225842 15036108713414
TX61BKRXXL Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.6100 0.0602 5036108225859 15036108713421
TX61BKRXXXL Black 43.0 28.0 50.0 0.6200 0.0602 5036108225866 15036108713438


